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“

We are excited to be driving forward our Interior
Department at Acres Architects. We want to help
our clients to prepare for a post-pandemic world
where the public are going to be getting out and

“

enjoying beautifully designed spaces.

Alicia Hollis
Lead Interior Designer at Acres Architecture
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OUR PROJECT
TYPES
Acres Interiors is part of the
Acres Group which includes
Acres Architects.

LUXURY RESIDENTIAL

PRIVATE SECTOR
RESIDENTIAL

We are proud to have worked on
a range of Interior Projects.
With a talented team of 12 we
can offer a full Interior Design
service in a range of sectors:
•
•
•
•
•

Luxury Residential
Private Sector Residential
Bespoke Hospitality Designs
Retail and Hospitality Fit-Out
Workplace Design & Fit-Out

4 acresarchitects.co.uk

PBSA

WORKPLACE

LATER LIFE

HOSPITALITY
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TEAM AND STUDIOS
Our highly skilled, experienced and talented Interior Design
team work closely alongside architectural colleagues in the
same dynamic and productive studio space. With expert
knowledge from a range of qualified professionals, including
architects, interior designers, technicians, visualisation and
BIM specialists, the projects delivered by Acres Interiors will
be to your exact requirements.
Our team have the highest levels of technical design
knowledge and detailing, an extensive knowledge of BIM
software, as well as the latest industry technologies. We are
committed to the continual development of our skills and
knowledge in these fields to maintain high levels of service to
our clients moving forward.
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At Acres Interiors we align our work stages with the RIBA plan of work.

PREPARATION & BRIEF

CONCEPT

STAGE 0-1

STAGE 2

8 acresarchitects.co.uk

DEVELOPMENT

STAGE 3

TECHNICAL

CONSTRUCTION

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

HAND-OVER & IN USE

STAGE 6-7
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OUR
SERVICES
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FEASIBILITY

EXPLORATION

CONCEPT DESIGN

/ Research
/ Defining the brief
/ Initial layouts

/ 3D BIM Models created
/ 2D Drawing Package
/ Digital / physical sample board
/ Furniture layouts

/ Hand sketching
/ Virtual reality
/ Bespoke furniture design
/ Lighting Design & Plans

TECHNICAL DESIGN

SPECIFICATION

TENDER & QUOTE SUPPORT

/ Design creation
/ Lighting and Electrical Layouts
/ Liaise with external consultants
/ Technical proposal creation

/ FF&E selection and specification
/ Finishes and fixtures specification
/ Acoustic suggestions

/ Sourcing contractors
/ Tender monitoring and RFI’s
/ Reviewing returns

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

SNAGGING & DEFECT RESOLUTION

HAND OVER & CLOSEOUT

/ Management of the build process
/ Regular work inspections
/ Budget management
/ Deadline management
/ Liaise with Building Control

/ Provide detailed snagging list
/ Defect resolution
/ Contractor management

/ Close out management
/ Manage contract sign off
/ Management of
contractor payment
/ Document handover
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OUR OFFERING

Text here...
We know what it takes to deliver exceptional
interior designs for our clients. Your project will
be managed by a dedicated project manager
and will work closely with you to understand
your brand fully. We’ll discuss the project with
you in depth to ensure we can deliver you the
best possible design to maximise the use of
available space, improve flow within your home

SAMPLE BOARDS

or retail unit and in the case of hospitality and

FF&E SELECTION

retail improve you sales returns.

FINISHES SPECIFICATION
All of our projects are run by qualified Interior
Designers. We ensure that deliverables on
every scheme are carefully considered. Your
dedicated project manager will support you

SKETCH CONCEPTS
ITTINGS SPECIFICATION

throughout the entire process and make sure
that you get the project that works for you and
gets the very best result for you.

We can meet in our office where you can make
the very most of our Creative Suite, we can
talk you through the project in detail and work

BESPOKE FURNITURE
& JOINERY DESIGN

LIGHTING DESIGN

with you to discover the best materials for your
project. We’re also happy to conduct regular

KITCHEN DESIGN
12 acresarchitects.co.uk

site visits
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OUR WORK
We’re extremely proud of all the work we do and still get a huge buzz when our
clients see their scheme come to life. We have worked on a huge number of projects
and each one is unique. The following pages give a few examples of some of our
work, for details of more of our projects visit acresarchitecture.co.uk/portfolio

LUXURY RESIDENTIAL

WORKPLACE

PURPOSE BUILT STUDENT
ACCOMMODATION

LATER LIFE

SOCIAL HOUSING

HOSPITALITY
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LUXURY PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL

BOUNDARY ROAD
NEW BUILD HOUSE WITH INTERIORS

Our Architectural and Interiors team were
approached by a private client wishing to
instruct a design for a modern new build
house. This design had 4 bedrooms,with
ensuites and a open plan living space on
the ground floor.

For the Interiors we blended modern clean
lines with natural textures in the flooring and
surfaces.

Lighting was key to this project to
emphasise the contemporary forms. LED
strips designed into the shadow gaps of the
interior envelope highlighted key features
and brightened up the darker corners of the
space.
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WORKPLACE

12 EDISON VILLAGE
The Acres office has a strong brand identity and is a great
example of how bespoke furniture design can bring a
space to life and give it that playful edge.
Workplace design is consistently adapting to suit the

OFFICE TO RESIDENTIAL

changing needs of office users. At Acres we not only keep
up to date with these trend but we also incorporate and
use them in our own space.
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LATER LIFE

PASTURE’S VIEW
Pastures View is an outstanding later life scheme
with 64 units arranged in clusters of 4. Situated
in the historic town of West Bridgford just to
the south of Nottingham. Pastures View offers
residents a wealth of amenities such as a wellness
centre, gym, café and restaurant. It is surrounded
by green spaces which can be accessed through
the ample gardens to the rear of the complex.
The interior has been designed to create a
beautiful and relaxing space for the residents,
careful consideration has been given to the
lighting type to ensure it suits each communal
area at different times of the day. Deep tones
mixed with this light create bright spaces that
have a luxurious feel.
Patterned room dividers to zone
each space whilst maintaining open
plan communal spaces to encourage
socialisation between the residents.
Throughout the building art patterns
on flooring and upholstery gives the
feeling of a luxury and a space that is
relaxing.
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BUILD TO RENT

UPPER GOUGH STREET
Upper Gough Street is a fantastic Build to Rent
project with 175 apartments situated in the centre of
Birmingham. The project will provide a range of different
apartment types to suit a variety of potential renters
including 1 and 2 bed studios as well several 3 bedroom
penthouse suites. The building also includes a basement
car park for those tenants requiring a parking space.
The interior space has been specifically
designed to maximise the number of units
for developers whilst providing luxurious and
spacious living spaces for the tenants. It’s
modern artwork in the communal areas creates
a vibrant area that really sets the tone for a
pleasant place to live in.
The design includes polished concrete ceilings,
light wooden parquet flooring and light pastels
for the soft furnishings giving an elegant and
calming feeling to the space.
Special consideration has
been given to the health and
wellbeing of the tenants as the
scheme also embraces Biophilic
design. Throughout the internal
space there are natural textures,
lot’s of light, internal and external
vegetation and ventilation to
make the whole building a warm
and inviting place to be.
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STUDENT ACCOMODATION

CHAMELEON’S REST
Chameleon’s Rest is a new purpose built student
accommodation (PBSA) for high end cluster dwellings each
with private ensuites. Occupants of this impressive building
will be able to take advantage of amazing amenities which
include a communal gym, library with pocket working areas,
a coffee bar with elegant café style interiors. There’s also an
area to play and relax that includes
Throughout the building the bright colourful spaces provide
a vibrant and exciting place to work, play and relax. The bold
colours and metallic finishes chosen with the LED lighting
create a contemporary space which students will be proud to
call home for the duration of their studies.
The sophisticated studio apartments provide
students with everything they need to study
quietly and be able to interact and engage
with their friends
Bright colourful spaces are combined
with exciting aesthetic features such as
exposed concrete, industrial fixtures and
furniture. Wayfinding and bold graphics are
incorporated in the the flooring and wall
finishes throughout to make this a functional
and exciting place to live.
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IF YOU’RE LOOKING TO START
A NEW PROJECT WE’D LOVE
TO HEAR FROM YOU.
NOTTINGHAM – HEAD OFFICE
11 Edison Village, Nottingham Science Park,
Nottingham, NG7 2RF
Tel: 0115 838 9738
LONDON
Hamilton House, 1 Temple Avenue,
London, EC4Y 0HA
Tel : 0203 985 7615
MANCHESTER
Unit 3, Peters House, Oxford Street,
Manchester, M1 5AN
Tel : 0161 507 5047
EMAIL
info@acresarchitects.co.uk
Acres Architecture Ltd registered in England. Trading as Acres
Architects. Company number 08171745. Registered address 3&5
Commercial Gate, Mansfield NG18 1EJ
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